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Dream of the month:-  
 
Someone shared the following dream:- She was 
standing in line at an auto teller machine to draw 
money when she saw an eagle approaching from 
a distance. As it approached she saw that it was 
actually a whole flock of eagles flying in 
formation in the shape of an eagle. It stopped 
above the autoteller. Exactly two weeks later an 
economic crisis hit the world causing widespread 
panic, bankruptcy and economic meltdown. 
 
A number of weeks later she dreamt that she was 
standing in line to fetch water from a water 
point/truck when she saw the eagle approaching 
from a distance again. As it approached she saw 
that it was again a whole flock of eagles flying in 
formation in the shape of an eagle and in the 
middle (at the heart of the eagle) was a white 
eagle. It then stopped above the water point. 
 
In my view this dream has great prophetic 
significance. Not only does the Lord give this 
person guidance on how to interpret the dream, 
He also gives her a deeper revelation of what is to 
come. 
 
In the 1st dream the Lord reveals that He is 

 
Symbol of the month:- Leopard 
 
Rev 13:2  And the beast which I saw was like a 
leopard, and its feet like those of a bear, and its 
mouth like the mouth of a lion. And the dragon 
gave him its power and its seat and great 
authority.  
The symbol of the Leopard has been quite 
prominently displayed in South Africa during 
2010. The zakumi symbol of a strange cartoon 
leopard, various television programmes as well 
as pictures displayed in various newspapers and 
magazines. It raises the question “why a 
leopard?”  The leopard spirit has the following 
attributes: 
1. It hunts in the dark; 
2. Claims territory by stealth ( silently); 
3. Protects its territory by force; 
4. Blasphemes God and His people;  
5.It is an oppressive spirit; 
6. It is in constant conflict; 
7. It has a strong self-will; 
8. It is symbolic of rebellion against God”s 
authority and His discipline; 
9. The strong-man is rebellion (the “self”) It also 
points to disobedience/stubbornness. 
10. This spirit causes people to be open for false 
religion and the anti-Christ spirit and not 
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sending His angel to warn of a sudden 
intervention in the financial markets, especially in 
respect of banks. We all know what happened with 
financial institutions worldwide. It is possible that 
what recently happened in the financial market is 
but the beginning of what can happen in the near 
future. 
 
In the 2nd dream the Lord is warning us about a 
great intervention that is going to affect the 
drinking water of the world. It also relates to the 
coming of the Lord, as those who are standing in 
line to receive water (symbolic of the Source of 
Life – the Holy Spirit) Jesus Himself arrives (the 
White Eagle). This reminds a lot of the revelation 
on water of John in the book of Revelation:- Rev 
8:11  And the name of the star is called 
Wormwood, and a third part of the waters 
became wormwood. And many men died from 
the waters, because they were made bitter.  
Rev 7:16  They will not hunger any more, nor 
thirst any more, nor will the sun light on them, 
nor any heat. 17  For the Lamb who is in the 
midst of the throne will feed them and will lead 
them to the fountains of living waters. And God 
will wipe away all tears from their eyes.  
 

accepting Jesus. This leads to a poverty spirit 
and a spirit of lack. 
 
How do we respond to this spirit? 
1. We give thanks to the Lord – Luke 15:23 – 
and remain thankful for our land (thankful 
people are not rebellious); 
2. Repent- We stand in the “gap” for a spirit of 
unthankfulness/discontent/unhappiness and 
conflict/war/racism and hate 
3. Pray for your country -  Be watchful and 
alert! Especially the world cup as the 
consequences can be that “nothing is as it seems 
to be”. The leopard spirit has been called up in 
the spirit and Christians must unite against the 
warring spirit and the destructive spirit of Shaka 
Zulu. 
4. Associations - Be careful what you become 
part of and what you associate with, especially if 
it is for so-called “unity” for the Word says: 
Scripture:-  
1John 2:15 Do not love the world, nor the things 
in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love 
of 
the Father is not in him,16 because all that is in 
the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the 
eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, 
but is of the world. 17 And the world passes 
away, and the lust of it, but he who does the will 
of God abides forever. 18 Little children, it is the 
last time. And just as you have heard that 
antichrist is coming, even now many antichrists 
have risen up, from which we know that it is the 
last hour. 19 They went out from us, but they 
were not of us; for if they were of us, they would 
have continued with us. But they went out so 
that it might be revealed that they were not all 
of us. 20 But you have an anointing from the 
Holy One, and you know all things.21 I have not 
written to you because you do not know the 
truth, but because you know it, and know that 
no lie is of the truth. :22 Who is a liar but he 
who denies that Jesus is the Christ? He who 
denies the Father and the Son is antichrist. :23 
Everyone who denies the Son neither has the 
Father. The one confessing the Son also has the 
Father. 24 Therefore what you heard from the 
beginning, let it abide in you. If what you heard 
from the beginning remains in you, you will 
abide in both the Son and in the Father.  

 
 


